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Latency of the First Look to the Referent and its Competitor

In this section, we compare the onset latency of first look to the mentioned referent and
ambiguous competitor relative to the onset of mention. Latency is residualized for the total number
of constituents the sentence contained.

The latency of first fixation indexes visual search performance, i.e., how long it takes to iden-
tify a cued object, and it mostly occurs before speech onset. Longer latencies imply that additional
visual information has been processed before the cued object (referent or competitor) is identified.
Thus, we predict that this measure will vary according to perceptual factors; scene clutter is known
to modulate visual search performances (the more cluttered a scene, the slower the identification of
the target, Henderson, Chanceaux, & Smith, 2009). Moreover, we expect the latency to be modu-
lated by oculo-motor predictors in the same way as the last look prior to mention, or EVS (reported
in the main paper).

As Figure 1 shows, latencies of the first look have a negative sign: both the referent and the
competitor are given initial evaluation before the target is mentioned. This is in line with Brown-
Schmidt and Tanenhaus (2006). The graph also indicates that the identification of a referentially
ambiguous competitor occurs prior to target mention. However, this is a non-significant tendency
only. The variable for Object (referent vs. competitor) was not included during model selection
(refer to Table 1 for the coefficients of the final model).

Confirming what we found on the latency of last look, reported in the main paper, oculo-
motor factors are key modulators of latency.1 The more other objects are looked at after fixating
the referent object, the longer the latency; conversely, the more other objects are fixated before the
referent, the shorter the latency. We also find a negative interaction: the more objects are inspected
before and after the first look, the longer the latency. Crucially, we find an effect of Clutteredtter:

1Note that the latencies of first look are negative, whereas EVS latencies are positive, hence the difference in the sign
of the coefficients.
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Figure 1. Bar plot (means and standard error) of the latency of the first look to the objects of interest
(referent, red; competitor, blue) relative to the onset of the mentioned target across the four exper-
imental conditions: Animatemate, Clutteredttered; Animatemate, Minimalimal; Inanimatenimate,
Clutteredttered; Inanimatenimate, Minimalimal. Asterisks indicate the predicted values according
to the LME model.

cluttered scenes are associated with longer latencies, even when many objects have been fixated
previously (two-way interaction FixBefore:Clutteredtter).

In summary, referent and competitor displayed a similar first fixation latency, but their iden-
tification was modulated by the amount of visual information available in the scene, and by ocu-
lomotor mechanisms active during scene understanding. In particular, the visual clutter of a scene
delays identification, especially when other objects have been fixated prior to the first look on the
referent or its competitor. This result align with the visual search literature, where it is shown that
target identification is delayed for cluttered scenes (Henderson et al., 2009). More generally, we
also find that oculomotor mechanisms have a prominent role in determining the latency of the first
look. Their effect on the latency is mainly mechanistic, as they account for the quantity of visual
information processed prior and after the first look. Such effects are corroborated in the analysis of
the EVS (see main paper), and underline the importance of accounting for oculo-motor mechanisms
when estimating latencies of looks, relative to word mention.
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Table 1
Mixed model analysis for latency of the first look. The predictors included in the model are: Clut-
teredtter (minimal: −.5; cluttered: .5); Number of Object fixated, prior and after the first look
(FixBefore, FixAfter). The random variable included is Participant.

Predictor β SE t p

Intercept -158.38 60.67 -2.61 0.009
FixBefore 612.49 39.05 15.68 0.0001
FixAfter -138.12 18.27 -7.56 0.0001
Clutteredtter -297.6 74.76 -3.98 0.0001
FixBefore:FixAfter -70.66 7.65 -9.23 0.0001
FixBefore:Clutteredtter -162.02 36.79 -4.4 0.0001

Formula: (1 | Participant) + FixBefore + (0 + FixBefore | Participant) + FixAfter + Clutteredtter + FixBe-
fore:FixAfter + FixBefore:Clutteredtter

Finally, we do not find structural guidance to be involved in the latency of first look. This
result differs from the experiments of Brown-Schmidt and Tanenhaus (2006), in which the type of
expression has an effect on the latency of first look. Possibly, the different task (communicative
dialog vs. scene description) together with the increased visual complexity (object arrays vs. photo-
realistic scene) made our sentences less likely to contain specific disambiguating forms, such as
post-nominal modifiers.
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Task Instructions

Dear participant,

Thank you for taking part in this study.
In this experiment we ask you to look and describe a set of pictures while your eye-

movements are monitored and your voice recorded. There are no known risks associated with this
type of experiment.

You should now be sitting in front of a computer screen on which you will see a series of
pictures, each one preceded by a word that refers to an object of the scene.

Each trial consists of three steps:
• fixation point (please always look at this point as accurately as possible)
• word cueing
• picture presentation and description recording.
Example:

Your task is simply to look at the picture and describe what you see always using the given
word.

This is not a story-telling experiment, thus please try to be concise, informative and base your
description solely on what you see. When you feel happy with your description, you can pass to the
next trial by pressing the RIGHT TRIGGER button on your pad.

At the beginning of the experiment, and once every 15-20 trials, we will run through a brief
calibration procedure during which you have to look at a fixation point that jumps to various posi-
tions on the screen (this is to ensure an accurate measurement of your eye-movements).

Please try to sit at still as possible during the whole experiment, as strong head-movements
might compromise the measurement accuracy. Should you have any further questions, please do not
hesitate to ask!

Thanks again and have fun!
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Descriptions Produced

Scene Cue Word Animacy Clutter Description

1 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is weighing herself
1 Scale Inanimate Minimal The woman is using the scale to weigh herself
1 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman weight herself on the scale while her friend re-

did her face
1 Scale Inanimate Cluttered A woman standing on a scale
1 Woman Animate Minimal The woman stands on the scale
1 Scale Inanimate Minimal The woman is standing on the scale in the bathroom
1 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman is on the scale
1 Scale Inanimate Cluttered A woman is standing on the scale and another woman be-

hind her
1 Woman Animate Minimal There is a woman weighing herself on the scales
1 Scale Inanimate Minimal The scale in the bathroom was stood on by the woman
1 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman is weighing herself
1 Scale Inanimate Cluttered There is a woman standing on a scale in a bathroom facing

the sink and the mirror
1 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is on the scales and the woman is standing
1 Scale Inanimate Minimal A set of weighing scales two sets of weighing scales in t e

bathroom
1 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman is weighing herself
1 Scale Inanimate Cluttered A woman weights herself upon a scale while a second scale

lies to her right
1 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is on the scales
1 Scale Inanimate Minimal There is a woman on top of the scales
1 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman is on the scale
1 Scale Inanimate Cluttered The woman stood on the scales
1 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is in the bathroom one woman weights herself

and another woman is moisturizing
1 Scale Inanimate Minimal A woman weights herself on the scales
1 Woman Animate Cluttered There is a woman weighing herself at the sink within bath-

room while her friend does some cleaning
1 Scale Inanimate Cluttered There are two scales in the bathroom
2 Sponge Inanimate Minimal The sponge is next to the bath
2 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman is reading some letters
2 Sponge Inanimate Cluttered The woman used the sponge to clean the counter top
2 Woman Animate Minimal A woman washing glass
2 Sponge Inanimate Minimal The sponge is next to the bath
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2 Woman Animate Cluttered The women are in the bathroom
2 Sponge Inanimate Cluttered The sponge is used for cleaning
2 Woman Animate Minimal Two there are two there is one woman cleaning bathroom

taps while another woman is doing something that looks like
the same

2 Sponge Inanimate Minimal The woman is cleaning the sink with a sponge
2 Woman Animate Cluttered The two women cleaned the bathroom together
2 Sponge Inanimate Cluttered The girl is cleaning with the sponge
2 Woman Animate Minimal There is a woman scrubbing a bathroom sink with a sponge

and another woman who looks to be dusting a wall
2 Sponge Inanimate Minimal The sponge is being used to clean the bathroom
2 Woman Animate Cluttered There is one woman cleaning in shorts and one woman pol-

ishing glass
2 Sponge Inanimate Cluttered The sponge is on the edge of the bathtube
2 Woman Animate Minimal A woman and her friend busy cleaning a bathroom
2 Sponge Inanimate Minimal The sponge is on the bath
2 Woman Animate Cluttered There is a woman who is scrubbing down the worktop
2 Sponge Inanimate Cluttered The lady is cleaning with the sponge
2 Woman Animate Minimal The woman and her friend clean the bathroom
2 Sponge Inanimate Minimal The sponge is by the bath
2 Woman Animate Cluttered A woman cleans the bathroom another woman helps
2 Sponge Inanimate Cluttered There is a sponge by the bath with two women cleaning it
2 Woman Animate Minimal One woman is cleaning the bathroom while the other one

cleans the glasses
3 Baby Animate Cluttered There are two babies in the bathroom
3 Toilet-paper Inanimate Cluttered The baby is playing with the toilet-paper
3 Baby Animate Minimal The baby sat on the toilet
3 Toilet-paper Inanimate Minimal Baby playing with toilet paper
3 Baby Animate Cluttered The baby is on the toilet
3 Toilet-paper Inanimate Cluttered The children are playing with the toilet-paper in the bath-

room
3 Baby Animate Minimal The baby is in the bathroom
3 Toilet-paper Inanimate Minimal One child is wasting toilet-paper
3 Baby Animate Cluttered There is a baby playing with the toilet-roll
3 Toilet-paper Inanimate Cluttered The baby used too much toilet-paper when using the toilet
3 Baby Animate Minimal The baby is playing with the toilet-paper
3 Toilet-paper Inanimate Minimal There are two small children playing with toilet-paper in the

bathroom
3 Baby Animate Cluttered The babies are in the bathroom playing
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3 Toilet-paper Inanimate Cluttered The child playing with the toilet-paper on the loo seat
3 Baby Animate Minimal The baby is playing with toilet-paper
3 Toilet-paper Inanimate Minimal Toilet-paper has been unravelled by an unruly toddler on top

of a lavatory
3 Baby Animate Cluttered Baby is on the toilet
3 Toilet-paper Animate Cluttered The child is playing with the toilet-paper
3 Baby Animate Minimal The baby is sitting on the toilet
3 Toilet-paper Inanimate Minimal The baby used all the toilet-paper and trashed it over the

floor
3 Baby Animate Cluttered The baby is playing with the toilet-roll
3 Toilet-paper Inanimate Cluttered The child plays with the toilet-paper
3 Baby Animate Minimal There is a baby learning how to walk within a toilet while

another baby is potty training himself
3 Toilet-paper Inanimate Minimal The kids are playing with the toilet-paper
4 Bucket Inanimate Cluttered The bucket is in the blue basket
4 Man Animate Minimal A man is washing the bath
4 Bucket Inanimate Minimal The man cleaned the tub rinsing his rug in a bucket
4 Man Animate Cluttered A man washing clothes in a bathtub
4 Bucket Inanimate Cluttered The bucket is on the floor
4 Man Animate Minimal The man is bringing his clothes in the bathtube oh no clean-

ing the bathtube
4 Bucket Inanimate Minimal There is a bucket in the bathroom
4 Man Animate Cluttered One man is washing something in the sink while another

man is observing
4 Bucket Inanimate Cluttered There is a blue bucket in the basket
4 Man Animate Minimal The man cleaned the bathtube as his friend watched
4 Bucket Inanimate Minimal A man is cleaning the bucket
4 Man Animate Cluttered There is a man leaning over into a bathtube he looks like is

dipping a cloth into the water and there is another man with
his back to the scene near many cleaning products

4 Bucket Inanimate Cluttered The bucket in the picture is next to the cleaning products
and in a basket

4 Man Animate Minimal The man washing the clothes in the bath
4 Bucket Inanimate Minimal A bucket is blue
4 Man Animate Cluttered A man cleaning a bath and another man possibly chatting to

him
4 Bucket Inanimate Cluttered There is a bucket next to the bath and a bucket next to the

door
4 Man Animate Minimal There is a man watching another man in the bathroom
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4 Bucket Inanimate Minimal The man is using a bucket to clean with
4 Man Animate Cluttered The man washed in the bath
4 Bucket Inanimate Cluttered There is a bucket in the bathroom being used in cleaning the

bathroom
4 Man Animate Minimal One man watches another man wash an item in the bath
4 Bucket Inanimate Minimal There is a man cleaning the bath with two buckets
4 Man Animate Cluttered The man is washing the tube while the other man looks at

him
5 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is sitting on the bed
5 Shoe Inanimate Minimal The shoe is on the floor
5 Woman Animate Cluttered This catholic glad woman sat on the edge of the bed talking

to her friend
5 Shoe Inanimate Cluttered A shoe in a box
5 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is sitting on the bed
5 Shoe Inanimate Minimal The running shoes are scattered in the bedroom and the

woman is wearing black heel shoes
5 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman sits on the bed
5 Shoe Inanimate Cluttered There is a shoe on the floor beside two women
5 Woman Animate Minimal There is a woman sitting on the bed
5 Shoe Inanimate Minimal The girl has tried on her new shoes
5 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman is looking at the toys
5 Shoe Inanimate Cluttered There is one shoe in a filing box next to a woman on a bed

in a bedroom and another shoe on the floor near another
woman also in the bedroom

5 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is sitting on the bed and standing
5 Shoe Inanimate Minimal Two shoes on the cha on the bed and on the floor
5 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman is sitting on the bed
5 Shoe Inanimate Cluttered A woman wearing high heel shoes sits on a bed next to a

box of new shoes
5 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is on the bed
5 Shoe Inanimate Minimal There is a shoe in a box
5 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman is looking at the teddy bear
5 Shoe Inanimate Cluttered The girl looked at the new shoe she bought
5 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is sat on the bed next to another woman
5 Shoe Inanimate Minimal One shoe is in a box on the bed another shoe is beside of the

bed
5 Woman Animate Cluttered There is woman sat on the bed and a woman standing up

within a bedroom of furniture
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5 Shoe Inanimate Cluttered There is one shoe right next to the bed and one shoe inside
a box

6 Towel Inanimate Minimal The towel is on the basket case
6 Kid Animate Cluttered The kid is sleeping
6 Towel Inanimate Cluttered The towel was placed next to the child who was laying upon

the bed
6 Kid Animate Minimal A kid on a bed
6 Towel Inanimate Minimal The towel is on the end of the bed
6 Kid Animate Cluttered The kids are in the bedroom playing and sleeping
6 Towel Inanimate Cluttered The towel lays bordered on the bed
6 Kid Animate Minimal One kid is sleaping as the other kid is beside him playing
6 Towel Inanimate Minimal There is a towel as well as other towels folded on the bed
6 Kid Animate Cluttered The kid played while his baby brother slept
6 Towel Inanimate Cluttered The towel is yellow colored
6 Kid Animate Minimal There is a little kid passed out on his mum ’s and dad ’s bed

and a kid standing next to him with some sort of holes in the
crouch of his pants

6 Towel Inanimate Minimal The towel is on the bed and on the sh drawer
6 Kid Animate Cluttered There is one little kid asleep on the bed and another standing

playing
6 Towel Inanimate Cluttered The towel is folded on the bed
6 Kid Animate Minimal A kid asleep at the foot of a double bed and another kid

staring at the camera
6 Towel Inanimate Minimal Towel is on the bed and on the chest
6 Kid Animate Cluttered There is a kid asleep on the bed
6 Towel Inanimate Cluttered There are two towels on the bed
6 Kid Animate Minimal The kid lies on the bed
6 Towel Inanimate Minimal There are two towels on the bed and two towels on the bas-

ket
6 Kid Animate Cluttered One kid sleeps on the bed whilst another plays
6 Towel Inanimate Cluttered A folded towel was left on a bed next to an unattended baby

with his older brother playing with the toy
6 Kid Animate Minimal One kid is sleeping on the bed and the other one is playing
7 Man Animate Cluttered Man is lying down
7 Mobile Inanimate Cluttered The mobile is on the bed
7 Man Animate Minimal The man laid upon the bed while his friend read the news-

paper
7 Mobile Inanimate Minimal A mobile phone sitting on a bed
7 Man Animate Cluttered The man is lying on the bed
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7 Mobile Inanimate Cluttered The mobile is open on the bed
7 Man Animate Minimal The man lies in the bed
7 Mobile Inanimate Minimal A man laid down on his bed with his mobile beside him
7 Man Animate Cluttered There is a man resting on the bed as another man unpacks

his clothes
7 Mobile Inanimate Cluttered The man ’s mobile phone rang
7 Man Animate Minimal The man is in police uniform
7 Mobile Inanimate Minimal There is a man asleep on a bed and an open mobile next to

him there is another mobile perched on the ehh perched on
the wall sorry charging

7 Man Animate Cluttered The man is reading the newspaper and lying on the bed
7 Mobile Inanimate Cluttered A mobile phone charging at the wall
7 Man Animate Minimal The man is lying in bed
7 Mobile Inanimate Minimal A mobile phone occupies its hoister on the wall of a ho-

tel room while a second mobile phone lies at the hand of a
chinese male

7 Man Animate Cluttered The man is on the bed
7 Mobile Animate Cluttered There is a mobile phone open on the bed
7 Man Animate Minimal The man is lying on the bed
7 Mobile Inanimate Minimal The man used his mobile to call his friend
7 Man Animate Cluttered There is a man sleeping in an hotel room and another man

reading a newspaper
7 Mobile Inanimate Cluttered The mobile is on the bed next to the man
7 Man Animate Minimal There is a man asleep on a bed with his phone open while

another man stumbles reading a paper in a hotel room
7 Mobile Inanimate Minimal The person on the bed was holding the mobile
8 Teddy Inanimate Cluttered The teddy is in the girl ’s harms
8 Girl Animate Minimal The girl is hugging a teddy bear
8 Teddy Inanimate Minimal The girl resting upon the bed held her teddy tightly while

another teddy sat on the ground
8 Girl Animate Cluttered A girl holding a bonny rabbit
8 Teddy Inanimate Cluttered The child is holding a teddy
8 Girl Animate Minimal The girl holding the teddy bear is sitting on the bed and the

girl in the nighty is next to the bed
8 Teddy Inanimate Minimal Teddy is on the ground
8 Girl Animate Cluttered There is a girl hugging a teddy bear while another girl ob-

serves her
8 Teddy Inanimate Cluttered The little girl is sitting on the bed cuddling her teddy
8 Girl Animate Minimal The girl hugged her teddy
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8 Teddy Inanimate Minimal The girl is holding a teddy
8 Girl Animate Cluttered There is a girl sitting on her bed hugging her teddy bear and

another little girl next to her she looks like she wants the
teddy bear

8 Teddy Inanimate Cluttered The teddy is on the floor next to the bed and being held by
the girl

8 Girl Animate Minimal The little girl on the bed cuddling a teddy two little girls
8 Teddy Inanimate Minimal The girl is holding a teddy bear
8 Girl Animate Cluttered A girl sits cross legged on a bed clutching a teddy bear while

another girl looks thoughtfully at the room
8 Teddy Inanimate Cluttered The girl is holding a teddy
8 Girl Animate Minimal There is a girl holding a teddy on the bed
8 Teddy Inanimate Minimal The girl is holding the teddy
8 Girl Animate Cluttered The girl sat on the bed hugging her teddy
8 Teddy Inanimate Cluttered The girl has lots of teddies
8 Girl Animate Minimal One girl watches another girl sitting on the bed
8 Teddy Inanimate Minimal There is two girls in a bedroom one of which hugging a

teddy the other has been left by end of the bed
8 Girl Animate Cluttered One girl is on the bed hugging a teddy bear and the other

one is on the floor looking at her
9 Man Animate Minimal The man is cutting the pie
9 Soup Inanimate Minimal The men are drinking soup
9 Man Animate Cluttered The man ate dinner at his table
9 Soup Inanimate Cluttered A man eating soup
9 Man Animate Minimal The man is standing at the dinner table
9 Soup Inanimate Minimal The soup is on the dining room table
9 Man Animate Cluttered The man is drinking wine
9 Soup Inanimate Cluttered A man is about to serve another man soup
9 Man Animate Minimal There is a man drinking wine waiting for his food
9 Soup Inanimate Minimal The soup was made and placed on the table
9 Man Animate Cluttered The man is making a meal
9 Soup Inanimate Cluttered There is a man serving soup to his friend
9 Man Animate Minimal The man lifts the dish from the table
9 Soup Inanimate Minimal The man dishing soup to his guest
9 Man Animate Cluttered The man is serving dinner
9 Soup Inanimate Cluttered Two men sit preparing to eat soup
9 Man Animate Minimal The man is serving food
9 Soup Inanimate Minimal The man is preparing the bowl of soup
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9 Man Animate Cluttered The man is drinking wine
9 Soup Inanimate Cluttered The man enjoyed his soup
9 Man Animate Minimal The man is sat at the table with another man
9 Soup Inanimate Minimal There is soup in the bowl
9 Man Animate Cluttered There is a man serving food to an empty table where one

man with wine is about to sit down
9 Soup Inanimate Cluttered The waiter is serving soup to the guest
10 Juice Inanimate Minimal The orange juice is in glasses
10 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman is eating breakfast
10 Juice Inanimate Cluttered The female drinks juice with her breakfast while speaking

to a female friend
10 Woman Animate Minimal A woman sitting in a table drinking orange juice
10 Juice Inanimate Minimal There is juice on the table
10 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman is having breakfast with another woman at the

table
10 Juice Inanimate Cluttered The woman drinks orange juice for breakfast
10 Woman Animate Minimal There is a woman drinking orange juice and another woman

speaking to her
10 Juice Inanimate Minimal There are two glasses of juice in this picture
10 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman enjoyed her breakfast while the nanny arrived

for the day
10 Juice Inanimate Cluttered The juice is on the table
10 Woman Animate Minimal There is a woman sitting at the table drinking a juice laugh-

ing and an older woman facing her she looks like she is
about to say something

10 Juice Inanimate Minimal The women are drinking the juice
10 Woman Animate Cluttered One woman is sitting at the table eating breakfast and an-

other is standing up
10 Juice Inanimate Cluttered The woman is having juice for breakfast
10 Woman Animate Minimal A woman drinking orange juice sitting on a seat speaking to

another woman holding an handbag
10 Juice Inanimate Minimal Woman is drinking juice
10 Woman Animate Cluttered There is a woman eating her breakfast
10 Juice Inanimate Cluttered The lady is drinking juice
10 Woman Animate Minimal The woman drank a glass of orange juice
10 Juice Inanimate Minimal The woman drinks the juice in the morning
10 Woman Animate Cluttered One woman stands while another woman sits and eats her

breakfast
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10 Juice Inanimate Cluttered A woman is drinking juice at a coffee table chatting to her
friend

10 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is drinking orange juice
11 Man Animate Cluttered The man is writing notes
11 Clipboard Inanimate Cluttered The man is writing on a clipboard
11 Man Animate Minimal The man filled out an application
11 Clipboard Inanimate Minimal Soldier writing on a clipboard
11 Man Animate Cluttered The man is sitting on the sofa
11 Clipboard Inanimate Cluttered Two clipboards are on the table of a living room
11 Man Animate Minimal The man is filling a paper
11 Clipboard Inanimate Minimal One man writes on a clipboard as another man observes a

piece of paper
11 Man Animate Cluttered There is a man taking notes
11 Clipboard Inanimate Cluttered The empty clipboard laid beside the two soldiers
11 Man Animate Minimal The man is writing
11 Clipboard Inanimate Minimal There is a clipboard sitting on a coffee table and another

clipboard next to it on which a US army man is writing
11 Man Animate Cluttered The men are sitting
11 Clipboard Inanimate Cluttered The man is writing information soldier I guess or marine

was writing information on the paper on the clipboard
11 Man Animate Minimal The man is signing a paper
11 Clipboard Inanimate Minimal A man jots notes on a clipboard while his friend observes

a second clipboard and a third clipboard lies unused on a
coffee table

11 Man Animate Cluttered The man is writing
11 Clipboard Animate Cluttered There is an army office writing on the clipboard
11 Man Animate Minimal The man is filling out paperwork
11 Clipboard Inanimate Minimal The man wrote on his clipboard
11 Man Animate Cluttered The man is signing papers in the army
11 Clipboard Inanimate Cluttered Two men hold clipboard each another clipboard rests on the

table
11 Man Animate Minimal A man signing a form in army costume next to an older

member possibly a senior
11 Clipboard Inanimate Minimal The militar is writing on his clipboard
12 Juice Inanimate Cluttered The juice is in jugs on the table
12 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is looking at a pile of paper
12 Pen Inanimate Minimal As the two women thought the pens sat neatly on the table

next to them
12 Woman Animate Cluttered A woman talking on the phone
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12 Juice Inanimate Cluttered There is juice on the mantel piece and on the table
12 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is sitting in a chair in the corner
12 Pen Inanimate Minimal The woman has a pen in her hand
12 Woman Animate Cluttered One woman sits in the chair relaxing as another woman sits

on the phone
12 Juice Inanimate Cluttered There is a jug of juice sitting on the table
12 Woman Animate Minimal The two women sat in the empty room
12 Pen Inanimate Minimal The pen is lying on the sofa
12 Woman Animate Cluttered There is a woman in a party jazz lying back against a chair

and another woman directly across from her on the phone
in a living room with a lot of liquor on the mantel

12 Juice Inanimate Cluttered The juice is in two jugs on the table and the mantel
12 Woman Animate Minimal One woman is on the phone while the other is sitting relax-

ing in her seat
12 Pen Inanimate Minimal The pen is in the woman ’s hand oh no the pen is on the

table
12 Woman Animate Cluttered A woman is relaxing at home while another woman possibly

her mother speaks on the telephone
12 Juice Inanimate Cluttered Juice is in the jug
12 Woman Animate Minimal There is a woman on telephone
12 Pen Inanimate Minimal The pen is sitting on the chair
12 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman sat on the chair and looked at her wine collec-

tion
12 Juice Inanimate Cluttered There are two jugs of juice in the room
12 Woman Animate Minimal One woman talks on the phone whilst another sits on the

chair
12 Pen Inanimate Minimal A pen has been left on a table while two women sit in a very

empty living room
12 Woman Animate Cluttered One of the women is talking on the phone while the other

one is looking at the flowers
13 Man Animate Minimal The man is paying for his room
13 Lamp Inanimate Minimal The lamp is next to the reception desk
13 Man Animate Cluttered The man spoke to the employ at the registration desk at the

hotel
13 Lamp Inanimate Cluttered A lamp on a table
13 Man Animate Minimal The man is at reception
13 Lamp Inanimate Minimal The lamps are on the side tables
13 Man Animate Cluttered The man is working at the hotel
13 Lamp Inanimate Cluttered There is man checking into a hotel in front of a lamp
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13 Man Animate Minimal There is a man in a pink shirt serving another gentleman
13 Lamp Inanimate Minimal The lamps in the foyer were old but beautiful
13 Man Animate Cluttered The men are at the reception
13 Lamp Inanimate Cluttered There is a man at the desk in what looks to be an hotel and

there is a bed side table with a lamp on top of it next to him
ahh there is also another lamp in a sitting area to his right

13 Man Animate Minimal The men are standing
13 Lamp Inanimate Minimal There are two lamps on one on the table and one on the

cabinet
13 Man Animate Cluttered The man is checking in
13 Lamp Inanimate Cluttered A lamp a top a side table in the lobby of a guest house
13 Man Animate Minimal The man is at the desk
13 Lamp Inanimate Minimal There is a lamp beside the reception
13 Man Animate Cluttered There is a man behind the desk
13 Lamp Inanimate Cluttered There was more than one lamp in the well lite reception area
13 Man Animate Minimal The man books into the hotel
13 Lamp Inanimate Minimal There is a lamp to the left of the man another lamp is beside

the stairs
13 Man Animate Cluttered There is a man at reception talking to another man behind

the counter within a hotel lobby
13 Lamp Inanimate Cluttered There are several lamps in the room
14 Suitcase Inanimate Minimal The suitcase suitcases are in the reception of the hotel
14 Man Animate Cluttered The man is checking out of the hotel
14 Suitcase Inanimate Cluttered As the man checked into the hotel his suitcases sat by his

feet and another sat on the counter
14 Man Animate Minimal A man standing at an hotel counter
14 Suitcase Inanimate Minimal There is a suitcase on reception and on the floor
14 Man Animate Cluttered The man is signing papers at the lobby
14 Suitcase Inanimate Cluttered A small suitcase is being carried by the man
14 Man Animate Minimal One man waits for another man to sign in to fill out the

registration form for a hotel
14 Suitcase Inanimate Minimal There is a suitcase on the desk and a suitcase by the gentle-

man ’s feet
14 Man Animate Cluttered The man at the hotel desk helped the tourist check-in
14 Suitcase Inanimate Cluttered The suitcase is lying on the ground
14 Man Animate Minimal A man is standing behind a reception desk facing directly

forward there is another man to his right signing form on
the desk

14 Suitcase Inanimate Minimal The suitcases on the desk and on the floor
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14 Man Animate Cluttered There is a man signing papers at the front desk and another
man sit eh that works at the front desk

14 Suitcase Inanimate Cluttered The suitcase has red edges
14 Man Animate Minimal A man stands behind a reception desk while a second man

scribbles some notes in a pad
14 Suitcase Inanimate Minimal The suitcase is on the floor
14 Man Animate Cluttered There is a man signing off papers at the reception
14 Suitcase Inanimate Cluttered There are two suitcases in the lobby of the hotel
14 Man Animate Minimal The man stood behind the desk
14 Suitcase Inanimate Minimal There is a suitcase in the hotel the customer has two suit-

cases
14 Man Animate Cluttered One man is standing at the desk the other is signing a paper
14 Suitcase Inanimate Cluttered A man with a red suitcase is signing in to a hotel while the

receptionist poses for the camera
14 Man Animate Minimal The man is checking out from the hotel
15 Man Animate Cluttered Man is sitting in the chair
15 Telephone Inanimate Cluttered The telephone is on the desk
15 Man Animate Minimal A man sits in a rocking chair
15 Telephone Inanimate Minimal Telephone on a pedestal
15 Man Animate Cluttered The man is at the reception
15 Telephone Inanimate Cluttered One telephone is on an elaborate side table and the other

telephone is on the counter
15 Man Animate Minimal The man sits waiting in the chair
15 Telephone Inanimate Minimal There is a telephone in front of a man who is checking an-

other man into a hotel
15 Man Animate Cluttered There is a man relaxing in a chair
15 Telephone Inanimate Cluttered The telephone in the hotel lobby began to ring
15 Man Animate Minimal The man is waiting at the reception
15 Telephone Inanimate Minimal There is some sort of reception counter and a telephone on

the reception counter next to a man there is another tele-
phone on a pedestal to his left

15 Man Animate Cluttered The man is sitting and the man is standing
15 Telephone Inanimate Cluttered One telephone on the stand and one telephone on the desk
15 Man Animate Minimal The man is near a fax machine
15 Telephone Inanimate Minimal A man sits behind ... stands behind a counter with a tele-

phone while a second telephone rests a top a pedestal
15 Man Animate Cluttered The man is sitting in the chair
15 Telephone Animate Cluttered There is a telephone behind the receptionist
15 Man Animate Minimal The man is sitting in the lobby
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15 Telephone Inanimate Minimal There was a telephone on the polished desk
15 Man Animate Cluttered The man is relaxing in a hotel lobby
15 Telephone Inanimate Cluttered There is a telephone on the desk another telephone is on a

stand
15 Man Animate Minimal There is a man sitting in the lobby of a reception while an-

other man is on the computer
15 Telephone Inanimate Minimal There are two telephones in the lobby of the hotel
16 Flower Inanimate Cluttered The flowers are on the table
16 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is paying an hotel bill
16 Flower Inanimate Minimal The hotel reception was decorated with flower buds
16 Woman Animate Cluttered A woman at the counter
16 Flower Inanimate Cluttered The flower is sitting on the reception
16 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is chatting to the reception
16 Flower Inanimate Minimal On the table sits the beautiful flowers
16 Woman Animate Cluttered There is a woman ahead waiting to check in an hotel room

and she is being served by another woman
16 Flower Inanimate Cluttered There is a very pretty yellow flower in the vase
16 Woman Animate Minimal A woman arrived at her hotel and was greated kindly
16 Flower Inanimate Minimal The flower is in the vase
16 Woman Animate Cluttered There is a woman checking into a hotel she is handing her

credit card to another woman that is standing behind the
desk

16 Flower Inanimate Cluttered The flowers are in a vase on the desk and on the table with
the chairs

16 Woman Animate Minimal Two women talking at the front desk
16 Flower Inanimate Minimal The flowers are yellow
16 Woman Animate Cluttered A woman behind a reception desk is speaking to another

woman checking in to the hotel
16 Flower Inanimate Cluttered The flower is on the table
16 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is booking into reception
16 Flower Inanimate Minimal There are flowers on the side table
16 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman greeted the receptionist
16 Flower Inanimate Cluttered There are flowers in the reception of the hotel
16 Woman Animate Minimal One woman checks on with another woman
16 Flower Inanimate Minimal A woman is handing another woman roomkey for the hotel

next to a set of lovely flower
16 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman is checking in to the hotel
17 Kid Animate Minimal Kid is playing the drum
17 Apple Inanimate Minimal The baby is playing with the apple
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17 Kid Animate Cluttered The kid banged his drumstick against the floor
17 Apple Inanimate Cluttered An apple on a plate
17 Kid Animate Minimal The kid plays the drum
17 Apple Inanimate Minimal The apple is in the toddler ’s bowl and the other apple is on

the counter
17 Kid Animate Cluttered The kid is in the kitchen
17 Apple Inanimate Cluttered Children playing in the kitchen
17 Kid Animate Minimal There is a kid playing the drums and a kid playing with a

fruit bowl on the floor
17 Apple Inanimate Minimal The apple on the counter went unnoticed
17 Kid Animate Cluttered The kids are playing
17 Apple Inanimate Cluttered There is an apple sitting on a plate on a kitchen counter and

two little boys playing on the floor with some toys
17 Kid Animate Minimal The kids are sitting on the ground playing
17 Apple Inanimate Minimal There is an apple on the bowl on the floor with the child and

an apple on the work surface
17 Kid Animate Cluttered The kid is playing with sticks
17 Apple Inanimate Cluttered A child sitting on the floor playing with a pot holding an

apple
17 Kid Animate Minimal The kid is playing with the drum
17 Apple Inanimate Minimal The child has an apple in the pot
17 Kid Animate Cluttered The kid is playing the drums
17 Apple Inanimate Cluttered There was an apple on the counter
17 Kid Animate Minimal The kid is playing with another kid in the kitchen
17 Apple Inanimate Minimal There is an apple on the counter another is in a bowl
17 Kid Animate Cluttered There is kid pretending to play the drums with his little

brother playing with toys in the kitchen
17 Apple Inanimate Cluttered The apple is on the counter
18 Knife Inanimate Minimal The The knives are on the table
18 Man Animate Cluttered The man is carving a chicken
18 Knife Inanimate Cluttered The man disected the roast chicken with his knife
18 Man Animate Minimal A man preparing chicken
18 Knife Inanimate Minimal The knife is on the chopping board
18 Man Animate Cluttered The men are sitting at the kitchen counter wow one man is

sitting at the kitchen counter and the other man is carving a
chicken

18 Knife Inanimate Cluttered The knife sits on the cutting board
18 Man Animate Minimal There is a man preparing a turkey while another man is

smelling it
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18 Knife Inanimate Minimal A gentleman is cutting chicken with a knife
18 Man Animate Cluttered The man made lunch for his friend
18 Knife Inanimate Cluttered The knife is lying on the table
18 Man Animate Minimal There is a man preparing what looks to be a chicken or a

turkey to eat and another man sitting across from him
18 Knife Inanimate Minimal The knife is on the bread board
18 Man Animate Cluttered There is one man preparing chicken and one sitting
18 Knife Inanimate Cluttered The knife is sitting on the cutting board
18 Man Animate Minimal A man sitted at the table watching another man prepare a

chicken
18 Knife Inanimate Minimal The knife is on the board
18 Man Animate Cluttered There is a man preparing a chicken
18 Knife Inanimate Cluttered The man is using a knife to cut the turkey
18 Man Animate Minimal The man used the knife to cut the meat
18 Knife Inanimate Minimal The knife is being used in cooking
18 Man Animate Cluttered Void
18 Knife Inanimate Cluttered A knife is being left on a board one man uses another knife

to prepare a kitchen for his friend
18 Man Animate Minimal One man is cutting the chicken while the other one looks at

him
19 Man Animate Cluttered The man is cutting up meat
19 Waffle Inanimate Cluttered Void
19 Man Animate Minimal The man prepares food in the kitchen
19 Waffle Inanimate Minimal A man preparing a waffle
19 Man Animate Cluttered The man is in the kitchen
19 Waffle Inanimate Cluttered The chef on the left is making a waffle
19 Man Animate Minimal The man is working in the kitchen
19 Waffle Inanimate Minimal Two one chef is preparing a waffle
19 Man Animate Cluttered There is a man chopping meat on the counter
19 Waffle Inanimate Cluttered The waffle was made especially that morning
19 Man Animate Minimal The man is cooking
19 Waffle Inanimate Minimal There is a japanese man I think in a kitchen cooking waffles
19 Man Animate Cluttered The men are chopping food
19 Waffle Inanimate Cluttered The chef is making waffles and there is waffles in the mi-

crowave
19 Man Animate Minimal The man is wearing a yellow apron
19 Waffle Inanimate Minimal A chef preparing a waffle while a separate chef carves a

chicken
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19 Man Animate Cluttered The man is cooking
19 Waffle Animate Cluttered The chefs are preparing waffles
19 Man Animate Minimal The men are cooking
19 Waffle Inanimate Minimal The chef prepared a waffle
19 Man Animate Cluttered The man is cooking with another man
19 Waffles Inanimate Cluttered The chef prepares some waffles
19 Man Animate Minimal There is man preparing food in a kitchen with another man

also doing the same
19 Waffle Inanimate Minimal The chefs are cooking ... one of the chef is cooking waffles
20 Fruit Inanimate Cluttered The fruit is on the table
20 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is making a salad
20 Fruit Inanimate Minimal The woman cuts the fruit
20 Woman Animate Cluttered A woman preparing food
20 Fruit Inanimate Cluttered There is fruit on the table
20 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is having coffee and the other woman is arrang-

ing the food on the table
20 Fruit Inanimate Minimal The woman puts fruit on the table
20 Woman Animate Cluttered There is a woman standing up and drinking coffee while

another woman prepares appetizers
20 Fruit Inanimate Cluttered There is a lot of different kind of fruit in the fruit bowl
20 Woman Animate Minimal The woman tried some of dinner she just made for her friend
20 Fruit Inanimate Minimal The fruits are lying on the table
20 Woman Animate Cluttered There is a woman making a platter of fruit in the kitchen

and another woman drinking a cup of tee and talking to her
20 Fruit Inanimate Cluttered The fruit is on the table in two baskets
20 Woman Animate Minimal The woman standing drinking tea
20 Fruit Inanimate Minimal The woman is picking a piece of fruit
20 Woman Animate Cluttered A woman sips coffee while another woman idly interacts

with food
20 Fruit Inanimate Cluttered Fruit is on the table
20 Woman Animate Minimal There is a woman who is preparing the fruit-salad
20 Fruit Inanimate Minimal The woman is eating fruit
20 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman drank a cup of tea
20 Fruit Inanimate Cluttered They have fruits on the table
20 Woman Animate Minimal One woman drinks tea whilst another prepares dinner
20 Fruit Inanimate Minimal A woman is about to have some fruit while chatting to her

friend in a kitchen
20 Woman Animate Cluttered One of the women is eating fruit while the other one drinks

tea
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21 Man Animate Minimal The man is sorting things out
21 Mug Inanimate Minimal The mug is on top of the intray
21 Man Animate Cluttered Void
21 Mug Inanimate Cluttered A mug on a conference room table
21 Man Animate Minimal The man is on the desk and counting out some leaflets
21 Mug Inanimate Minimal The two mugs are on the desk holding statiory
21 Man Animate Cluttered The man is working in the office
21 Mug Inanimate Cluttered There is a mug on the desk behind the man who is sorting

out files
21 Man Animate Minimal There is a man unpacking a box
21 Mug Inanimate Minimal The mug was new
21 Man Animate Cluttered The man is in an office
21 Mug Inanimate Cluttered There is a mug sitting on an office desk with a bunch of

encils and rulers and office supplies in it and another mug
across from it with the same contents there are also two
larger mugs that look like travel mugs on the desk

21 Man Animate Minimal The man is standing reading and the man is sitting
21 Mug Inanimate Minimal There are two mugs on a desk with stationary in them
21 Man Animate Cluttered The man is emptying the box
21 Mug Inanimate Cluttered A mug on an office table
21 Man Animate Minimal The man is standing
21 Mug Inanimate Minimal There is a mug filled with stationary
21 Man Animate Cluttered The man is working
21 Mug Inanimate Cluttered There were many mugs on the desk
21 Man Animate Minimal The man is sorting two files
21 Mug Inanimate Minimal There are two mugs containing stationary on the desk
21 Man Animate Cluttered There is man standing in an office unpacking a box while

his colleague does some work on a computer
21 Mug Inanimate Cluttered There are several mugs in the office
22 Book Inanimate Minimal The book is lying open on the table
22 Woman Animate Cluttered A woman is cleaning the floor
22 Book Inanimate Cluttered The book sits open on the desk
22 Woman Animate Minimal Woman cleaning the floor
22 Book Inanimate Minimal The book is on the table
22 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman is sitting on the chair
22 Book Inanimate Cluttered The book is on the shelf
22 Woman Animate Minimal There is a woman sitting in a chair as well as a woman

cleaning the waiting area
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22 Book Inanimate Minimal There is a book sitting open on the desk
22 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman cleaned the floor in the office
22 Book Inanimate Cluttered The book is lying opened
22 Woman Animate Minimal There is a woman who looks to be mopping a floor pushing

a broom in the left hand corner and another woman sitting
at ehh in a chair at a table eating toast

22 Book Inanimate Minimal The book is on the table
22 Woman Animate Cluttered There is one woman eating and one woman standing clean-

ing I think
22 Book Inanimate Cluttered The book is open on the table
22 Woman Animate Minimal A woman cleaning a public area while another woman sits

with a plate holding toasts
22 Book Inanimate Minimal The book is on the table
22 Woman Animate Cluttered There is a woman cleaning the floor
22 Book Inanimate Cluttered There is a book on the table
22 Woman Animate Minimal The woman cleaned the floor
22 Book Inanimate Minimal There is a book on the side
22 Woman Animate Cluttered One woman eats whilst another woman cleans
22 Book Inanimate Cluttered A book is being left open on a table while a woman is eating

some food in a chair with a cleaner behind her
22 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is eating while she waits
23 Man Animate Cluttered The man is tired at work
23 Laptop Inanimate Cluttered The man is working on his laptop
23 Man Animate Minimal The man sat exasperated at his computer speaking to his

friend
23 Laptop Inanimate Minimal A laptop on a desk
23 Man Animate Cluttered The man is in his office
23 Laptop Inanimate Cluttered The laptop is on the office desk
23 Man Animate Minimal The man is at the office
23 Laptop Inanimate Minimal There is a man scratching his head in front of his laptop
23 Man Animate Cluttered The man is overworked
23 Laptop Inanimate Cluttered The laptop stopped working
23 Man Animate Minimal The man is tired
23 Laptop Inanimate Minimal There is a man leaning back sitting on a desk whereas a lap-

top is opened in front of him there is another opened laptop
ehh further to the front of the picture

23 Man Animate Cluttered The man is in his office leaning back
23 Laptop Inanimate Cluttered The laptop on the desk
23 Man Animate Minimal The man is tired
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23 Laptop Inanimate Minimal Two laptops are currently unused in an office space
23 Man Animate Cluttered The man is tired
23 Laptop Animate Cluttered There is a laptop open on the desk
23 Man Animate Minimal The man is streching
23 Laptop Inanimate Minimal The laptop was on the desk
23 Man Animate Cluttered The man is tired of work
23 Laptop Inanimate Cluttered A laptop sits on the desk another laptop is on top of a box
23 Man Animate Minimal There is a tired man at work being chatted to by his boss in

a very blank bare office
23 Laptop Inanimate Minimal The laptop is on the desk
24 Phone Inanimate Cluttered The phone lies next to the screen
24 Woman Animate Minimal The woman is talking on the telephone
24 Phone Inanimate Minimal The woman at the desk spoke on the phone while another

phone sat unused next to her
24 Woman Animate Cluttered Woman in an office
24 Phone Inanimate Cluttered The woman is on the phone
24 Woman Animate Minimal The woman approaches the receptionist who is on the phone
24 Phone Inanimate Minimal The woman is on the phone
24 Woman Animate Cluttered There is a woman talking with someone at the phone as an-

other woman waits for her attention
24 Telephone Inanimate Cluttered The woman is talking on the telephone
24 Woman Animate Minimal The woman went to the help desk
24 Phone Inanimate Minimal The girl is talking on the phone
24 Woman Animate Cluttered There is a woman talking on the phone behind her desk and

another woman who looks to be waiting to see her when she
is done

24 Phone Inanimate Cluttered The woman is talking on the phone
24 Woman Animate Minimal There is a woman standing by the desk and another like

woman on the phone
24 Phone Inanimate Minimal The woman is on the phone
24 Woman Animate Cluttered A woman speaking on the phone and another woman wait-

ing at her desk
24 Phone Inanimate Cluttered Woman is on the phone
24 Woman Animate Minimal There is a woman answering the telephone
24 Phone Inanimate Minimal The phone is being used by the lady
24 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman was greeted by the receptionist
24 Phone Inanimate Cluttered The phone is being used by a receptionist
24 Woman Animate Minimal One woman waits to speak to another woman who she is in

the phone
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24 Phone Inanimate Minimal There is a woman on a phone at reception with a customer
waiting

24 Woman Animate Cluttered The woman waits while the other one is on the phone
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Photo-realistic Scenes Used
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